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1. How do we implement this  ?  (easy question)

2. How do we vary the parameter space (A-values,effective
    collision strengths etc) within physically meaningful limits?



  

 
  adas803.pl (continued) 

● Following on from Mike Witthoeft's talk. This work is characterized as a 'sensitvity'
study within chosen method, in this case R-matrix.

● Yesterday, we showed that the perl scripted R-matrix calculations were feasible along 
iso-electronic sequences, so yesterday during the adas steering commitee meeting,
I calculated n=3 helium-like cases from Z=22 to 27..
 

So even on a laptop , small sequences are possible with over 60,000 pts in each 
calculation

          27           2
          17       63753         136
           0           1           0           3           0          -1           0          -3           0       ....



  

 
  

adas803.pl (continued) adas803.pl (continued) 

 

As Mike Witthoeft has highlighted in previous work, sequence calculations allow us to 
identify  emerging trends, investigate anomalies of a particluar ion stage, and largely 
remove user error in the input decks. 

For example 1s^2(J=0)-1s2p(J=1) strongest dipole transition from the groundstate

A-values Bethe limitsEffective Collision Strengths

Though each ion stage is using a slightly different temperature grid for the 
Maxwellian (defined as the adas default)



  

 
  
  

 

●So, we intend to use the icftscript (adas803.pl) to carry out the 1000's of calculations
required to build up meaningful statistics on the variation of R-matrix calculations. 

 

● In answer to Randall's question posed yesterday : Can the script be used to 
 run an isolated aspect of the calculation ?

  (Yes .... and we rely on that fact for quick turnaround)



  

 Scripting adas803.pl
 

  
  

 

 

(below is an expression of our intent, rather than any final implementation )

In many cases the variation of the atomic structure,  affects many aspects of 
collisional radiative modelling … A-values, energy levels, resonance positions , 
high energy behavio(u)r of collision strengths etc.  => key parameter. 

Modified input : variation of the 2s & 2p

Notice : non-interacting parts of the 
calculations are running concurrently
1. Low angular mom. exchnage
2. High angular mom. Non-exchange
3. Infinite limit points  



  

2. How do you vary the parameter space (A-values,effective
    collision strengths etc) within physically meaningful limits?

And now the more difficult question:

A possible way : varying orbitals between the eigen-energies of the neighbouring 
                           ion stages, for example consider He-like O case below

n    l



  

Simple preliminary H-like O , 17 level , n=3 model 

Let me explain  .....Let me explain  .....

Blue circles : transitions from the groundstate only
Red circles  : all transtions 
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